
Compensation and Teacher Leadership

Amphitheater Unified School District, Tucson, Arizona 
In 2006, the U.S. Department of Education (ED) started a competitive grant program known as the 
Teacher Incentive Fund. Since that time, ED has invested over $1.2 billion in supporting states and 
districts in re-thinking how to use compensation to support teaching and learning. Determining the 
effectiveness of plans that range from bonuses for test score improvement to plans that re-design the 
role of administrators and teachers has proven elusive.1

Amphitheater Unified School District (Amphitheater) includes 20 K-12 schools on the north side of 
Tucson, Arizona. Amphitheater has been involved in some form of alternative compensation. Project 
EXCELL! (EXCELL) began in 2007 with a $29 million TIF grant. In the fall of 2007, district leaders, 
teachers and data analysts collaborated in the design of the program. The goals were: improved student 
achievement, differentiated pay for teachers and principals, improved professional development, 
recruitment and retention of highly-qualified teachers in hard-to-staff schools, and an improved district 
data-management plan. 

EXCELL’s linked evaluation and compensation plan
In addition to student achievement growth developed by a district data analyst derived from MAP 
scores, EXCELL is using multiple measures to determine teacher and principal impact on school culture 
and student achievement. Roseanne Lopez, the TIF director and head of district performance-pay 
programs, describes the district’s focus: “We wanted to make sure that we looked at all aspects of the 
teachers’ and principals’ jobs. We’re not all about student achievement based on test results. There is a 
whole lot more to these jobs. So in order to participate in our project, you have to participate in all three 
aspects of the project: professional development, leadership, and student achievement. So half of the 
award is based on student achievement, and then 25% each is based on leadership and professional 
development.” 

Evaluation and compensation is linked tightly to the goals for these roles and is weighted in essentially 
the same degree as teacher leaders’ time is actually spent. Teachers and administrators can earn up to 
$10,000 in bonuses in addition to the salary schedule if they meet all criteria in their individual growth 
plans. If all stipends are earned, teachers’ total compensation is about 25% higher than the district 
average pay, providing significant rewards for leadership and excellence. Including stipends for training 
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time also helps to underscore the importance of professional growth to their leadership model, as well as 
providing fair compensation for time that teachers spend in the sessions beyond the contracted day.

Student Achievement - 50% Professional Development - 25% Leadership - 25%

Schoolwide Value-Added - 
25%
Classroom and Standardized 
Assessment Growth as deter-
mined by teachers and princi-
pals - 25%

Completion of specific professional 
development modules resulted in 
receiving the bonus

Identified leadership 
responsibilities particularly with 
regard to grade-level and subject-
area collaboration

Questions to Consider
1. What do teacher leader roles require that is “above and beyond” contributions of full-time classroom 

teachers: additional time? specialized expertise? both? For teacher leaders in hybrid positions, to 
what extent does compensation need to consider teaching effectiveness alongside other leadership 
as EXCELL’s does?

2. Start with the ideal. How would you like to be able to compensate teacher leaders for their extra work 
and special expertise? What would this mean, someday, for your salary schedules? 

3.In the short term, what’s the bonus system everyone can live with? How can that gradually step toward 
your ideal?

4.Once you know your ideal, consider what you can afford given the $33,500 minimum.

1 This case study is based on two Capitol Hill white papers written by Jon Eckert in 2010 and 2013 
funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Joyce Foundation, and the National Institute for Ex-
cellence in Teaching.
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